Learning Pack
25th- 29th January

Year 6

Year 6 Email: TP-Year6@vennacademy.org

Year 6 phone number:07801091833

Meetings will be on MS teams. Your child will have their own individual log in for this.
You can join any scheduled meeting through the Calendar.
Electronic versions of this Powerpoint can be found on our website, Purple Mash and assignments in Teams.

Monday 25th January
Online
meeting

Handwr
iting

Spellings

9:00

Links will be
sent to
parents
emails

Spellings

Complete
a page in
your
handwriti
ng
revision
book

Ambitious
Infectious
Fictitious
Nutritious
Repetitious
Amphibious
Curious
Devious

Reading

Mental
maths

Maths

English

History

Read the
comprehensi
on

12 x tables

3D shapes

Grammar: Formal and
informal language

The Role of Women in
WW2

Write these
tables in your
book

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

LO: To identify
properties of 3D shapes

LO: To understand and
use formal and informal
language

LO – To study a
significant turning
point in British history –
The Role of Women

LO- Explain
and
discuss
their
understandi
ng of what
they have
read

Complete the questions
Write the definition of what
formal and informal means

Notorious

Look at each picture and
write a sentence in formal
and informal language

Obvious

Complete the table to
describe how and why the
role of women differed
before, during and after the
war.

Write out spellings
three times

Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Other Learning:

Maths tables
Quiz

TTRock stars

Maths tables Quiz

Purple Mash

WW2 Activity

Lexia

Reading LO- Explain and discuss their understanding of what they

have read

Class read- read, and
write any unfamiliar
words.

Maths
LO: To identify properties of 3D shapes

Grammar - LO: To understand and use Formal and
Informal Language?
Can you write definitions for ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ language?
Formal Language
Formal language is used for more official and serious purposes. The correct grammar
should always be used.
Informal Language
In informal situations and informal writing, a more relaxed casual and chatty style can be
used. Slang words and abbreviations are more acceptable.

What Are Formal and
Informal Language? Answers
formal

informal

uses specific vocabulary
for the subject

use more contractions and
abbreviations (e.g. it’s or TV)

uses the correct grammar
and punctuation

is clear and to the point
has a more ‘chatty’ tone

has a more serious tone
often uses complex
sentence structures

uses clichés (e.g. raining cats
and dogs)
uses text-style words (lol)

Formal or Informal
Formal and informal language are more suited to different situations. Can you sort the
following situations into the correct place in the table, according to which style of
language would be more suitable?
presenting an award

talking to the headteacher

writing a letter of complaint

talking to friends

talking on the phone to gran

writing an email to a cousin

writing a report

sending a text to a friend

writing a personal diary

Formal Language

talking to the headteacher
presenting an award
writing a letter of complaint
writing a report

Informal Language

talking to friends
talking on the phone to gran
writing an email to a cousin
sending a text to a friend
writing a personal diary

Your Turn – Formal Vocabulary
Choose a square to reveal a picture. Write a sentence using a formal alternative of the
word given:

?

?

?

get better

job

live in

?

?

?

now

enough

speak to

Your Turn – Informal Vocabulary
Choose a square to reveal a picture. Write a sentence using an informal alternative of the
word given:

?

?

?

require

inform you

refund

?

?

?

purchase

apologise

spectacles

The Role of Women
Pre-World War II
What do you think life was
like before the war broke out
in 1939?
What do you think the role of
women was like?
What do you think the role of men
was like?
How much do you think life
in the 1930s differed from
life today?

The Role of Women
Pre-World War II
Life for most women before the war was quite different than it is
today. Typically, most women stayed at home and did not go out to
work.
Some younger women did go out to work but if they
married, they had to give up their job. Women were paid
less than men and they were generally only employed to
do ‘women’s jobs’, such as nursing or working as a
shop assistant.
Men and women’s roles were very stereotypical and even from a
young age, boys and girls were brought up
quite differently.
Lessons in school taught girls how to cook, sew and look after the
home while boys were taught woodwork and
other practical skills to equip them for the workplace.
How do you think men and women felt about their roles?

Changing Roles
When the war started in September 1939, the role of
women was set to change.
Why do you think this was the case?
What do you think would be different and why?
What might women be
required to do?

Changing Roles
With men called up for active service, there was a great need for women to
undertake the jobs that the men had previously done. Suddenly, women
became more than just homemakers and were given the opportunity to
become patriotic heroines. They would contribute significantly to the war
effort in a variety of ways.

Land Girls working on a farm

Changing Roles
During the war, women were employed in a
wide range of jobs. Some became munition
factory workers (making weapons); others joined
the armed forces (army, navy and air force);
many worked as Land Girls; some drove buses or
trains; some worked on the canals; they worked
as nurses or ambulance drivers; they built ships
and worked in other engineering industries; they
worked as searchlight operators and some
became air raid wardens.
The Women’s Voluntary Service also employed
women, who assisted with a wide range of
duties.

A WVS volunteer running a
mobile canteen

Changing Roles
At the start of the war, the
government relied on women to
volunteer for work.
However, by late 1941, it became
necessary to introduce
conscription (making
working compulsory).
Initially this only applied to single
women between the ages of 20
and 30, but later in the war this
was extended to women between
the ages of 18 and 50.
In 1943, almost 90% of single
women and 80% of married
women were in employment.
Photo courtesy of Sonophia Media (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

Propaganda Posters
During the war, propaganda posters
were commissioned to encourage
thousands of women to volunteer for
work.
The posters were designed to make
working look glamorous and to appeal
to women’s sense of duty to their
country.
Look at each propaganda poster and
discuss the questions with your
partner. Be ready to feedback your
ideas to the rest of the class.

Propaganda Posters
What job is this poster encouraging women to
volunteer for?
To work for the Women’s Auxiliary Air
Force (WAAF).
What features does it use to
persuade them?
•
•

Capital letters and exclamation marks are used in
the slogan to suggest that women would help
Britain be victorious in war if they join.
The picture used depicts the transformation from
a civilian to an employee. The woman shown
looks strong, useful and happy.

Would you like to volunteer for this job? Why/why
not?

After the War
When the war finished, many women lost their jobs when the
men returned to the positions they had left. Other jobs, which
were specific to the war effort, were simply not necessary any
longer.
For lots of women, going back to the way they were
before the war was quite difficult. They had got
used to working and leading more independent lives
and they were keen for the liberation of women
to continue.
Do you think it was difficult for women who lost
their jobs after the war? Why/why not?
What might women miss about their lives during
the war?

After the War
In the 1940s and 1950s, Britain’s
economy was on the up and more
employment opportunities were
opened up to women.
However, jobs done by women were
viewed as secondary to jobs done by
men. It was common for women to be
sacked if they got pregnant and
women were still paid less than men
even if they were doing exactly the
same job!
Advertisements in the 1950s actually
tried to encourage women to go back
to being housewives!

How would you feel if
this was the case
today?
Why do you think it
was considered
acceptable to pay
women less
than men?
Why do you think
society tried to exclude
women
from the
workplace?

After the War
Times were changing and women no longer accepted their
inequality to men. They had proved during and after the war that they were as
capable as men and they wanted this to be acknowledged.
In the 1950s and 1960s, women campaigned for equal working rights and pay.
However, it was not until 1961 that the very first occupation (teaching) paid its
male and female workers the same rate.
How would you feel if
this was the case today?
Why do you think it was
considered acceptable to pay women
less than men?

Complete the Role of Women
Pre and Post World War II Activity
Sheet.

Tuesday 26th January
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iting
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Spellings

Reading

Mental
maths

Maths

English

History

Answer
given
questions

12 x tables

3D Shapes

Grammar: Formal and
Informal language

Evacuation WW2

Write these
tables in your
book

LO: Retrieve
and record
information
from nonfiction

Helpful video:
https://youtu.be/ZPs8hbks
Og8
Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

LO: To identify
properties of 3D shapes

LO: To understand and
use formal and informal
language

LO – To study a
significant turning
point in British history –
Evacuation

Complete the questions

Complete the questions in
your book

Draw a picture for
each spelling

complete the evacuation
questions
Watch the video
Create a table in your book
and fill in the correct
information

Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Other Learning:

Maths tables
Quiz

TTRock stars

Maths tables Quiz

Purple Mash

WW2 activity

Lexia

Reading LO- Retrieve and record information from non-fiction
Look at the section headed: Frequently
asked questions. Put a tick in the correct
box to show whether the statement is
fact or opinion

Maths
LO: To identify properties of 3D shapes

Grammar - LO: To understand and use Formal and
Informal Language?
Can you write definitions for ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ language?
Formal Language
Formal language is used for more official and serious purposes. The correct grammar
should always be used.
Informal Language
In informal situations and informal writing, a more relaxed casual and chatty style can be
used. Slang words and abbreviations are more acceptable.

WW2
Lesson 4

Look at the suitcase and its contents. Create a mind
map around it answering the following questions.
How old do you think the suitcase is?

What do you think it is to be used for?

What do the contents tell
us about the owner of
the case?

Who do you think the suitcase belongs
to?
What do you know about the
contents of the case?

Why would the owner of the case
need those items?

What else might the owner want to pack in the case?

The Suitcase
The suitcase belongs to a child, who was evacuated during World War II.

What is evacuation?
Evacuation means leaving a place. During the Second World War, many children
living in big cities and towns were moved temporarily from their homes to places
considered safer, usually out in the countryside.
During World War II, many people were evacuated from the cities to the
countryside where it was believed they would be safer from bombing.
In total, over 3.5 million children were evacuated.
The suitcase contains clothing items, a ration book, identity card and food for
the journey. Many children took other personal items like a teddy bear, a toy or
comics.
Some poorer children could not afford a suitcase so they
carried their belongings in a haversack or tied them
up in jute instead. Some very poor children did not
take any personal belongings at all.

What did Evacuee Boys and Girls have to
put into their suitcase?
This list of clothes for Evacuee boys and
girls was sent to every family in a city by
the British Government.

The list told

families what to pack in their childrens’
suitcases if they were going to be
evacuated.

This was meant to show the

minimum amount of different clothes to
pack.
However, many families from the cities
were very poor and so their children’s
suitcases often contained very few of these
clothing items.

Topic – LO: To study a significant turning
point in British history - Evacuation
What would a Child Evacuee put into their suitcase when they were going to be
evacuated?
Decide if that item was essential and would definitely have to go in the suitcase –
or if the child could choose to put in their suitcase or if they would not be able to
put that thing in their suitcase.
Divide your work into 3 columns. Label each column with the a heading:
Essential Items

Chosen Items

Unsuitable Items

Diary

Cardigan

Trousers

Pictures of family

Skirt

Petticoat

Blouse

Toys

Books

Slip

Notebook

Stockings

Vests

Teddy

Socks

Pencil

Underwear

Sweets

Gas Mask
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Spellings

Reading

Mental
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English
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Read the
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on

12 x tables

Nets of 3D shapes

Grammar: Active and
Passive Voice

Electricity

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

LO: To identify nets of
3D shapes

Grammar- LO: To
understand and use
Active and Passive Voice

Complete the quiz

Answer
questions on
Purple Mash

Write these
tables in your
book

Complete the questions
Write a description in active
and passive voice by
looking at the pictures

Put the spellings
into sentences
Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Reading
Comp

Other Learning:

Maths tables
Quiz

TTRock stars

Maths tables Quiz

Purple Mash

Lexia

Place each object into the
correct place according to
whether it is electrical or
not.

Maths- LO: To identify nets of 3D shapes

Grammar- LO: To understand and use Active and
Passive Voice
Can you write definitions for ‘active’ and ‘passive’ voice?
Active Voice
In an active sentence, the subject performs the action (the verb) to the object.

Passive Voice
In a passive sentence, the thing that would normally be the object gets turned
into the subject through the use of the passive form of the verb. They often
include a prepositional phrase starting with ‘by’.

Active or Passive Voice?
Now, sort these sentences into the correct places in the table below:
The plane is boarded by the family.

The magician pulled a rabbit from the hat.

Issac threw a ball at the window.

Helen practised her recorder every day.

The flowers were grown by my nan.

The damage was caused by the storm.

Active

The magician pulled a rabbit from the hat.
Issac threw a ball at the window.
Helen practised her recorder every day.

Passive

The plane is boarded by the family.
The damage was caused by the storm.
The flowers were grown by my nan.

Changing Sentences
It is possible to change a sentence from active to passive voice, or from passive to
active voice. It is important that you do not change the tense of the sentence.
Have a go at altering these sentences:
On the plain, the lioness chased an antelope.
On the plain, an antelope was chased by the lioness.

Harry ate sandwiches for lunch.
Sandwiches were eaten by Harry for lunch.

The carrots are always eaten by my brother.
My brother always eats the carrots.
Are your new sentences active or passive?

Amazing Active Voice
Can you write descriptions of these photos in the active voice?

The children enjoyed climbing
during their school camp.

They spent the day kayaking down
the river.

Perfect Passive Voice
Can you write descriptions of these photos in the passive voice?

Tasty cupcakes were baked by my
aunt for my birthday party.

The water balloons were blown up by
my brother for the water fight.

Quick Quiz 1
Which sentence is written in the passive voice?
Keira played for the netball team.

The tasty meal
meal was
was cooked
cookedby
bymy
mymum.
mum.

My little brother always wakes up early.

I am lucky to be going on holiday to France with
my best friend’s family.

Quick Quiz 2
Underline the objects in these active sentences:

I climbed the tallest tree in the park yesterday.

The class boarded the coach noisily to go on their trip to London.

We eat our lunch on the field in the summer.

Quick Quiz 3
Rewrite these sentences in the passive voice:
Gina visited the library regularly.
The library was visited by Gina regularly.

My family always eat turkey for Christmas dinner.
Turkey is always eaten by my family for Christmas dinner.

The lazy girl ignored her alarm clock.
The alarm clock was ignored by the lazy girl.
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on
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Nets of 3D shapes

Grammar: Active and
Passive Voice

Write these
tables in your
book

Activity:

Activity:

LO: To identify nets of
3D shapes

Grammar- LO: To
understand and use
Active and Passive Voice

Answer
questions on
Purple Mash

Early Finish 13:45

Complete the questions
Complete the questions
from the PowerPoint in
your book

Write each spelling
in different colours
Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Reading
Comp

Maths tables
Quiz

Maths tables Quiz

Other Learning:
TTRock stars
Purple Mash
Lexia

Maths- LO: To identify nets of 3D shapes

Grammar- LO: To understand and use Active and
Passive Voice
Can you write definitions for ‘active’ and ‘passive’ voice?
Active Voice
In an active sentence, the subject performs the action (the verb) to the object.

Passive Voice
In a passive sentence, the thing that would normally be the object gets turned
into the subject through the use of the passive form of the verb. They often
include a prepositional phrase starting with ‘by’.

Quick Quiz 1
Which sentence is written in the passive voice?
Keira played for the netball team.

The tasty meal
meal was
was cooked
cookedby
bymy
mymum.
mum.

My little brother always wakes up early.

I am lucky to be going on holiday to France with
my best friend’s family.

Quick Quiz 2
Underline the objects in these active sentences:

I climbed the tallest tree in the park yesterday.

The class boarded the coach noisily to go on their trip to London.

We eat our lunch on the field in the summer.

Quick Quiz 3
Rewrite these sentences in the passive voice:
Gina visited the library regularly.
The library was visited by Gina regularly.

My family always eat turkey for Christmas dinner.
Turkey is always eaten by my family for Christmas dinner.

The lazy girl ignored her alarm clock.
The alarm clock was ignored by the lazy girl.
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ing

9:00

Complete
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your
handwriti
ng
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Links will be
sent to
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Spellings
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Mental maths
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English

Jigsaw

Complete
questions
on class
text

12 x tables

Arithmetic

Grammar :

Police Survey

Write these
tables in your
book

Adding fractions
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bi
tesize/topics/zhdwxnb/ar
ticles/z9n4k7h

Antonyms and Synonyms

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

LO: Adding Fractions

Refer to Purple Mash

Complete the survey

LO – To
answer
questions
about our
text

https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/HRN35TB

Complete the addition
fractions quiz on the BBC
website- following the link

Ask an adult to test
you
Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Other Learning:

Maths tables
Quiz

TTRock stars

Maths tables Quiz
Antonyms and Synonyms

Purple Mash

Lexia

Reading - Friday 29th January
LO – To answer questions about a given text

Maths - LO: Four operations
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhdwxnb/articles/z9n4k7h

Complete the addition fractions quiz on the BBC website- following the
link

